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ABSTRACT
Man and nature, man and society, harmony is a hot topic, "Alice in Wonderland" reflects
the respect, animal equality thought. The little girl Alice and natural harmony, and animal
stories, enlightens us: Children's literature is a great reader education people and natural
harmony. This paper interpret and explore the "Alice in Wonderland" characters, profound
thoughts and artistic use. Carol writing witty humor, absurd techniques. Novel satirizing
social reality of life in the lack of equality, full of pedantic, be a wild legend phenomenon.
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Some people like and children as partners, because the child innocent and lovely, some people do not like to associate
with a single child, life still hold a childlike innocence. "Alice in Wonderland" the author of the book called Charles lutter
sandwich - Dodge students (Charles Lutwidge Dodgson 1832 to 1898), under the pseudonym Lewis Carol in 1856 to publish
poems. He is a playful, adults, a drunk in the dream do not want to wake up a mathematics professor and master of fairy tales.
Since childhood, Carol is full of whimsy to life, there is great interest in literature and art, began from that time to establish
his harmonious world of fairy tales.
THE GOOD AND THE BEAUTIFUL NATURAL SON OF ALICE.
Really
The source of the fairy tale "Alice in Wonderland" is to start from a little girl Alice. In real life, Alice's real name
was Alisli Del. Because Alice's father is Carol Dean of the new work units, Carol and Alice met for the first time to watch the
Oxford rowing race in 1856 February on the train. In May of that year, Carol first became interested in photography contest,
when shooting the church, to meet with the three sisters of the Alice family, Carol invited the three beautiful young girls,
from members of the Carol and Alice family have intercourse. In the summer, Carol and Alice they boating on the back, for
inexplicable reasons, Alice's mother Carol and her daughter have prohibited any contacts, so Alice and Carol's relationship
began to slowly cooling down. Alice is the most likely to arouse Carol childhood memories of the little girl, "Alice in
Wonderland" is Carol request of Alice stay up all night write down, a total of 18000 Chinese characters. The story of Lee
Alice and the real Alice, elusive, character to attract people, this is a great realistic girl image[1].
Alice is a sincere, simple little girl, in the second chapter "tears" in the pool, Alice comfort mouse said:"...... I hope to be
able to put our cat Dana to you see see. As long as you can see her one eye, I think you'll like the cat, but she is a very lovely
no quarrel things." Naive, innocent Alice forget the cat is the natural enemy of the rat, think mice like the thing that oneself
like, with her pure point of view, whether human or animal, treat each other when different species can love each other, she
really want to comfort the victim for the mouse, it is naive, compassionate Alice.
Good
Alice is one of a pair of mark full of big eyes and long golden hair girl, her love of fantasy, for all things are full of
curiosity, innocent and lively, good beautiful. She is always thinking of others feelings and animal equality. In the first
chapter, "fall down the rabbit hole" in the face about to drop Alice didn't know cave, his may meet danger still think "she
didn't want to throw the empty bottle down, afraid that will put the following what people to death, therefore, in her falling
after a bowl cabinet she tried to put the empty bottle, into the bowl". In the eighth chapter "croquet" Queen "you will never be
the words beheaded" is the Alice of three cards the gardener said, three gardeners will be queen beheaded, so seek protection
from Alice. Alice even in the face of these to catch his gardener and motionless to cut don't head queen, still bravely and the
three gardeners.
Beauty
The goodness of Alice can be seen everywhere in the novel, Alice is really good quality is kind of children. Alice it
is full of a sense of justice, brave, to face the grim Wonderland also not afraid of a little girl, even in the face of brutal force,
she also fight, reflecting her loving the humanitarian spirit. In the absurd and unjust court testimony, she dared to protest
against the defendant, framed, dismissed the irrational referee king bravely. Here, the protagonist Alice depending on their
own courage and fight evil forces, unlike many fairy tale hero need to rely on outside the magic power of the help. This is the
tale of the out of the ordinary place, make this work with independence and reality.
The son of nature
Animal should enjoy the equal rights with humans, as early as in sixteenth Century, British Chester County issued
about banning animal cruelty laws, banning dogs biting the bear longitudinal decree. In seventeenth Century, the English poet
Alexander Bobai also said, God created other existence goal, not just for the convenience of man. In 1822, Richard Martin
advocated the British court through human history the first article on "the prohibition of abuse animals act" (Martin act).
Later, Martin also and other UK some humanitarian established "banning animal cruelty association". During this period,
there have been many British people aware of the importance of animal protection and animal rights maintenance. Carol that
have a sincere child English writer, all deeply conscious of the nature should enjoy the same rights and human.
"THE SON OF NATURE" ALICE HUMANITARIAN CONSCIOUSNESS OF EQUALITY
According to the above discussion shows, the natural son of Alice with animal equality, harmony consciousness, but
in "Alice in Wonderland" everywhere embodies the inequality is not harmonious behavior, the writer in the treatment of
Alice in the face of all sorts of inhumane acts, through humor, absurdity to promote Alice's equality humanitarian
consciousness.
As in the seventh chapter "mad tea party" the Hatter thought Alice's hair should cut, Alice's response was: "you need
to learn not to others has commented" Alice said sternly, "this is not polite." Alice accused the Hatter behavior here, because
Alice in real life education was formally, big people feel right and demand of children also do this right, the Hatter criticism
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to Alice embarrassed. We can see that the dream is on the real life of pedantic dogmatic sarcasm and disdain, as in a dream,
all the people do not need to comply with the so-called etiquette, Alice accused of keeping people in dreams and animal are
inconceivable.
In the next eighth chapters "the Queen's croquet game" the king does not allow the Cheshire cat staring at him, Alice
felt that the king's idea is wrong, she thought the animal should be equal with anyone, "a cat may look at a king, I in which
book to read on, but don't remember in what place." Although Alice in the dream, but still have to all equality consciousness,
this is a kind of consciousness of writer Carol gave Alice, he hope Alice don't be dogmatic corrosion real life marks himself
was a kind heart[2].
"Alice in Wonderland" is popular in England in the age of Vitoria. During this period, the British foreign territory
wantonly expansion, Britain has become the "world factory", the British people's thought is superior, think people have high
and low points, and the animal is an unequal relationship, man is the animal host. Perhaps because of the feudal thought such
a bound child real growth, let a writer Carol gave little Alice equality consciousness. Critical satire in real life who have no
sense of equality of human. In the dream, the absurd things Alice encountered is the albedo of real life. For example the
everywhere about lessons Duchess, regardless of big and small can draw lessons to teach children "adult" let Alice got tired
of her, and a move to cut someone's head poker queen, stupid and ignorant king, these are the epitome of the bourgeoisie.
These people be opinionated education, thought the children so they will always do as one is told to. Sense of unfairness in
the story as a child always let Alice out of breath, and to resist.
Inequality and justice embodied in the novel "Alice in Wonderland" in the Alice mutual contend, is a system of
thought the writer structure. He passed Alice to express when many with himself, have advanced thoughts to protect animals,
animal liberation consciousness. In the use of his virtual fairy tale "from childhood, hope as the society in the future pillars of
the child, has an equal and harmonious humanitarian spirit.
"ALICE IN WONDERLAND" USES HUMOR TO CRITICIZE THE SOCIAL
"Alice in Wonderland" have strong impact on children. First of all, "Alice in Wonderland" unique story content.
More is not common, unique things, more can attract the children; the author expressed his unique inner world deeper, more
can cause the children's pleasure. "Alice in Wonderland" start with a very eye-catching imagination, tells the story of a with a
pocket watch, mutter say the human language of the rabbit, appeared in front of Alice, because Alice's curiosity, she followed
the only magic rabbit was caught in a tree hole, and then find a wonderful world. Here, drink or eat a mushroom will make
you a moment into a giant, then it becomes a dwarf. There are many strange creatures, have smoked a high caterpillar,
sometimes the grinning Cheshire cat, playing cards are composed of the Kingdom, stupid Poker King and the wicked queen
is always ready to cut someone's head. Most people can not help laughing is the queen held croquet game. They live
hedgehogs do ball, live Flamingo do mallet, card soldiers also to under bending as a goal. This game is a no ball rule,
crawling, the goal of wandering. The protagonist Alice had never seen such a strange croquet game, young readers of the real
life here wonderful funny imagine more is not seen, these absurd and funny scenes and imagination, in children's literature is
rare, "Alice in Wonderland" breaks through the traditional didactic, breaking the traditional tedious details, for the love of the
imagination of children opened a full of strange think of a door. It is such a weird little animal and absurd world of Kingdom
of cards, embodies the unique humorous stories.
Secondly, "Alice in Wonderland" in the structure using the typical method of humorous literature in
misunderstanding and coincidence. In the story, Alice met a mouse, Alice thought the mouse like cats and dogs, and then
with the mouse to discuss their cats and dogs, the result let Alice misunderstanding and mouse to escape. She thought that the
bird like with your cat to play, then talk about the birds their cat how to catch the bird thing, harm the birds dare not make
friends with Alice. In order to let readers uproarious, Carol deliberately set up Alice in the tree hole mistakenly eat magic
cake, Alice immediately like a balloon is inflated to become big and round, she scared and couldn't help crying. Her in order
to open the door, after eating the cake turned surprisingly hours, was my own tears gathered into a big pond of water rushed
out the door. Various coincidence setup, make readers laugh.
To sum up, "Alice in Wonderland" both from the works of the content or structure, is a department with a humorous
children's literature. Carol through the humorous, ridiculous, unequal behavior of real life social satire.
PEOPLE, FULL OF EROTIC HUMANITARIANISM CALLED CAROL
Through the interpretation of "Alice in Wonderland" characters, profound thought and use a variety of artistic means
to criticize social reality does not equal phenomenon, it is a classic works full of human sex. A work can often reflect the
writer's inner world, is the embodiment of the writer's thought and consciousness, "Alice in Wonderland" conveys Carol as a
person full of erotic humanitarianism appeal, also have excellent quality and like Alice.
Carol rich children's nature, the time when I was a teenager, he worked in the family garden built a railway, railway
station, set up a booth, but also to the passenger ticket, this is the world's first game of railway. He later with talented Shin
built a puppet theater, making some puppets; he was still snow built maze. Carol love fantasy, often catch the small animal,
such as a toad, snail, caterpillar, ladybug etc[3]. are placed in the magnifier, Daihatsu whim, these easy to see the animal, then
in his little skull in the interpretation of an animal world; adult favorite animal until he is still like a child, and the animal as
partners.
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Carol not only have deep feelings of animal, and the kids also have a deep friendship. Carol used his director, design
some mathematical games and math riddles close to children, play with them. He and child communication, strain every
nerve I hope the children happy. The children not only admired Carol's wisdom, and feel that he is a very easy to close to
adults.
An excellent work is often reflect on society. "Alice in Wonderland" is in the animal calls for protectionism is very
high, embodies unequal Vitoria era generated. Carol this is full of childlike innocence, love, and nature of equality of the
writer, by this atmosphere influence, in the creation of "Alice in Wonderland", use humor, puns, absurd and funny scenes to
satirize the inequality of the times, to express their deep inside the humanitarian consciousness. To make this work has a
deeper meaning, Carol in the creation process and constantly modify the original natural, simple, narrow "Alice in
Wonderland", with such as "piglet and pepper", "crazy luncheon", "who stole the tarts" in the plot trial etc., deepen their
animal protectionism on the support and the social inequality exquisite irony of consciousness.
In today's environment protectionism prevailing era, on animal liberation, all requirements of human equality in
nature, "Alice in Wonderland" whether it is from the works of the content and structure, is a forward-looking, full of people
the sex of the children's literature. Carol, absurd techniques by humorous, satirical social life, be a wild legend, the lack of
pedantic equal phenomenon, express his animal nature of equality, a kind of harmony between man and nature has foresight,
advanced the idea.
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